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Abstract 
Gruenhage, G., T. Nogura and S. Purisch, Normality of X x q, Topology and its Applications 
39(1931) 263-275. 
Let wI be the space of countable ordinals. We study the normality of X x w1 under the assumption 
t(X) < o. We give internal characterizations of X whose product X x w, with w, is normal. We 
also discuss the normality of X x wI for various X -countably paracompact q-compact spaces, 
GO-spaces, POPS space and Reed’s space. 
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1. Introduction 
Let Y be a nice topological space. Generally speaking, it is difficult to find 
necessary and sufficient conditions on X to guarantee that X x Y is normal. For a 
metric space Y and a compact space Y such conditions are given by Rudin and 
Starbird [9] and Rudin [8] (see also [S]). For a more special space Y? for example 
Y=w,+l,Xx Yisnormalifandonlyif is w1 -paracompact 
see [S, Corollary 3.71). In this paper we udy the normality of 
is the set of countable ordinals with the 
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[6], if X is a compact Hausdoti space, then X x o1 is normal if and only if t(X) s o, 
where t(X) = min{ K: for any subset A of X and any point x E A, there exists B c A 
satisfying 1 B1 s K and x tr r?}. So it is natural to consider the normality of X x w1 
under the assumption t(X) 6 w. 
Let t(X) G W. In Section 2 we give internal characterizations of X whose product 
X x w1 is normal. We also show that the normality of X x w1 implies the collection- 
wise normality and the countable paracompactness of X, but the converse is not 
true under the assumption 0”. In Sections 3 and 4 we show the normality of 
X x w1 when X is an q-compact, countably paracompact, normal space or X is a 
GO-space. In Section 5 the normality of products for some special spaces-Polk 
space and Reed’s space-are discussed. 
Though almost all definitions and results are easily extended to higher cardinals, 
for instance t(X) G K and X X K+, we limit our discussion to the case t(X) 4 w and 
the other factor space is wl. 
2. The internal characterization 
Let A c o1 and let %‘= (H, : a E A} be a collection of subsets of a space X. We 
say that %’ is A-continuous if whenever a E A and x E lJ { & : 6 E (j3, a) n A} for all 
@<a, then XEH,. 
Let (Z, : a < ol} be a collection of subsets of X. We say that {Z& : a < w,) is the 
w,-continuous closure of {Za : a < w,} if Zb = n {U {Z, : p ( 6 s a}: p < a} for all 
a < ml. Note that (ZL : a < w,} is an q-continuous collection of closed sets. 
We say that a collection % of subsets of X is closed or open if all members of 
% are closed or open, respectively. We say that the collections % = (H, : a E A} and 
X = (K, : a E A} with the same index set A are disjoint if H, n K, = 8 for all a E A. 
We say that { U, : a E A} is an expansion of (& : a E A} if H, c UQ for all a E A. 
Lemma 2.1. A collection % = ( Ha : a < o, } is closed w 1 -continuous if and only if 
U (Ha x {a}: a < w,} is closed in X x ml. 
Proof. (+) Let %‘= {H, . l a < w ,) be an q-continuous collection of closed sets, let 
H=U(H,x{a):a<o,}, and suppose (x, y) E fi - H. Then for any p < y and a 
neighborhood N of x, 
(Nx(p, y])nHf0. 
Hence JVn(U{H,:/3G%y})f(d. This shows XEU{H&~SS~}, so XEH,,, 
so (x, y)~ H. 
(*) Suppose H=U{H,x{ct}:a<~,} is closed in XXO,, and XE 
U { Hs : p < 6 6 y} for all j3 < y. If x @ H,,, then (x, y) e H, so there exist a neighbor- 
hood N of x and p < y such that 
(NN&rl)nH=O. 
But then N n <U { HFi : p < 6 s y]) = 8. This is a contradiction. 0 
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Theorem 2.2. The following are equivalent: 
(a) X x w1 is normal. 
(b) For each pair of disjoint o I -continuous closed collections % = ( H, : CY < W, ) and 
X = (K, : a. < o,) there exist disjoint open expansions (U, : cy < OJ and ( V, : CY -e 0,) 
of Z and X, respectively, such that (X - Uu : a < o ,) and (X - V, : CY < ml) zre 
w, -continuous. 
(c) For each pair of disjoint w1 -continuous closed collections %’ = ( H, : a < o I ) and 
X = ( K, : a < o ,) there exists an w 1 -continuous closed expansion %” = ( H L : CY < OJ 
of 3i? disjoint from X such that H, c int H L for all CY c o 1 . 
(d) For each pair of disjoint q-continuous closed collections 2 and 3T there exists 
an open expansion ( U, : cy < 0,) of Z whose w1 -continuous closure is disjoint from X. 
roof. The equivalence (a)@(b) is easy, because the conditions on { Uu : cy c 0,) 
and (Vm: a”=~,} are equivalent, by Lemma 2.1, to the assertion that U { U, x 
{a}: at < 01) and U { Va x (a}: a < 01) are open in X x wl. Clearly (b)+(c), and it 
is easy to see (c)e(d). To show (c)+(a), we show the following claim: 
Claim. Suppose that the w I -continuous closed collections Z = ( H, : a < 0,) and X = 
{KC l a < w J have disjoint tq -continuous closed expansions 2?’ = ( H b : a c o1 ) and 
5Y’=(Kh:cu<o,} with H,cintHL and K,cintK& for all a!<~,; then H= 
IJ(H,x(~):cY<~,}~~~K=U(K,X{~~}: CY < w ,) can be separated by disjoint open 
sets in X xw,. 
roof of Claim. Let x E H,. Since x E K h, there exists p (x, a) < a such that 
x&!(K~:~(x,cY)<~+~}. Put K(x,LY)=U{K~:P(X,(Y)<S~(Y}. Note that 
K(x, a) is closed. Let N(x, a) = (int Hh) n (X - K(x, a)), and let 
u=UoJw~wdx(~( x, a), a]: x E H,}: cy c 0,). 
For XE KLy, analogously define y(x, (w) < Q, H(x, cu), M(x, a) and let 
V =u {u {M(x, a) x (y(x, cu), cu]: XE Ku}: a < w,}. 
Then H c U, K c V, and U and V are open. 
Subclaim. U n V = 0. 
Suppose U n V # 8, then there exist x E HO, y E Ks such that 
(Nk Iy)W( x9 4, ~lM.M(y, moY(y, N, W#S. 
Without loss of generality we can assume a! 5 8. Since N(x, cy ) c H & and (Y, a= 
K b, a! f 6. Hence cy < 8. This impli that H&c H( y, 6) (note that y(y9 S)< a), 
hence M( y, 6) c - Hk l But then ( y, 6) n N(x, a) = 8, a contradiction, which 
proves the subclaim, hence the claim. 
From the claim, it follows that (c)*(a): first us 
Z disjoint from X, then again se (c) to get an e 
%?, then apply the claim. Cl 
expansion % of 
3l disjoint from 
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Since X x w + 1 is a closed subspace of X x wl, the normality of X x ol implies 
the countable paracompactness of X. But we will show directly that, by using 
Theorem 2.2, the normality of X x o1 implies the countable paracompactness and 
the o,-collectionwise normality of X. 
Originally, we had assumed t(X) - C w in TheorerP-r 2.3. The referee pointed out 
that the more general result is implicit in Starbird’s thesis [ 121, whereupon we saw 
how to remove this assumption. 
Theorem 2.3. If X x o1 is normal, then X is countably paracompact and ol -collection- 
wise normal. 
roof. Since X x (w + 1) is a closed subspace of X x wl, the normality of X x ml 
implies the countable paracompactness of X. But we will show this fact directly by 
using the equivalence (a) and (c) in Theorem 2.2. 
Countable paracompactness. Suppose that X is not countably paracompact. Then 
there exists a decreasing sequence (H, : n E W} of closed sets such that n (H,, : n < 
W} = 0, but if U,, is open with H,, c II,,, then n { & : n < W} # f& 
Define 
H, = I K, if ar = n, K, = 0, ifar = n or (Y > W, 0, ifcu%0, X, ifcw=o. 
Then %= {H, : a < wI} and X= {K, : a < 0,) are disjoint o,-continuous closed 
collections. If 5V” is an w,-continuous closed expansion of %’ with H,l c int HL for 
all n E O, then there exists x in { HL: n < w}, so x E H:. But K, = X, so 2’ is not 
disjoint from X, a contradiction. 
wl -collectionwise normality. Suppose P’ is a discrete collection of closed sets which 
cannot be separated, and I-Eel d ol . 
Define %‘= {H, : a < 0,) so that H, = 0 if cy is a limit ordinal, and 
(H, : (Y is an isolated ordinal} = 9. 
Let 
K, = 
K, if cy is a limit ordinal, 
0, otherwise. 
Then % and x are disjoint o,-continuous closed collections. Suppose FE’ is an 
w,-continuous clcscd expansion of 2 disjoint from X, and H, c int HL for all 
(Y < ol. Since X is normal, we can choose an open set 0, with H, c 0, c H& and 
6a n (u {HP : p # a}) = 0. Let U, = O,, -U (Ofi : /3 c a). The U,‘s are disjoint, so 
for some cu, H, $ int Un. Hence there exists x E H, such that every neighborhood 
of x meets infinitely many O$s, p < cy. Let ‘y. be the least ordinal y such that every 
neighborhood of x meets infinitely many members of {O0 : p < y}. Then x E 
U{H~:/3<~~v,)forall~<y~,,sox~H~,,. Note that y. must be a limit ordinal. 
But this means 2’ is not disjoint from 3%. m 
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Theorem 2.4. Let t(X) 6 w. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) X X o1 is normal. 
(e) X is countably paracompact and w1 -collectionwise normal, and for each pair of 
disjoint w1 -continuous closed collections 2%’ and X there exists a closed unbounded set 
C of w1 and an C-continuous closed collection ( H k : a E C) disjoint from 3T with 
H, c int HL for all a E C. 
( f) X is countably paracompact, o1 -collectionwise normal, and for each pair of 
disjoint o, -continuous closed collections Z and 3% there exists a closed unbounded set 
C of o1 and open sets U, 1 H, for all o. E C such that the C-continuous closure of 
(U, : Q! E C) is disjoint from X. 
roof. The equivalence of (e) and (f) is easy, and (c) in Theorem 2.2 implies (e) 
in Theorem 2.4. We will prove that (e) implies (d) in Theorem 2.2. 
Let % and r% be disjoint w+ontinuous closed collections. Use (e) twice to obtain 
a closed unbounded set C of o1 and disjoint C-continuous closed collections 
{H;: Q! E C} and {K& : a! E C} with Ho. c int Hk and K, c int K& for every cy E C. 
Since C is homeomorphic to ol , by the claim in the proof of Theorem 2.2 there 
exist disjoint relatively open sets U, V in X x C containing U {Ha x {a}: a E C} 
and U {K, x {a}: cy E C}, respectively. Let U, = U n (X x { cu}), Va = V n (X x {a}), 
a E C. Then if x E U, (respectively, V,), there exist a neighborhood N of x and 
p < cy such that N c U5 (respectively, Vfi) for every S E C n (p, a]. Without loss of 
generality we assume 0 E C. For any LY E C, let cy’ = inf( C - ((Y + l)), and let 
Claim. {L, : a E C} is a locally finite closed collection. 
roof. Since L, = (u {H s: a < 9 s a’}) - Uat, L, is closed. Suppose {L, : (Y E Cl is 
not locally finite at x. Let y E C be the least ordinal number such that x E 
U{L ,:ac<y}.ThenforanyP<y,xEU{L,:P<cu<y},soxEH,.HencexEU,. 
Then there exist a neighborhood N of x and p < y such that N c Us for every 
SE Cn(P, y]. Hence Nn Ls = 0 for any S with p < S < ‘y, which contradicts the 
minimality of ‘y. This proves the claim. 
Since X is countably paracompact and w,-collectionwise normal there exists a 
locally finite open expansion { 0, : CY E C} of {L, : LY E C}. Let L, c O& c 6: c 0,. 
For each Q! E C, by countable paracompactness again, there exist open sets Sfi 1 Ha 
and TA~K5, ~<&a’, such that S6 n T5 = 0 for all such S, and such that { 
S d cr’} and { T5 : a < 6 s a’} have disjoint ((a’+ 1) - cr)-continuous closures. 
For cy c S < LY’, let 
Then Hfi c Uh, because if XE but x!z a, then xc U+ 
defined. We claim that the crP,-continuous closure of i U6 : 
Yc Suppose not. Then for so ere exists x E K.. sue 
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x E U { Us : p c S < (Y}. Let cyo be the least such cy. Since U5 c Sfi for S E C, clearly 
cyo E C; in fact, a0 is a limit point of C. There exists a neighborhood N of x such 
that ({Sd’na,: Nn06Z0)1< o.ChooseP~Cncy,suchthat NnOfi=Oif@ 
S < (Ye. There exist a neighborhood N’ c N of x and p’ E C n a0 such that N’ c VA 
if@8<aOand6EC.LetP” =max{p,P’}. Ifp”=G<a,and SEC, then N’c V8, 
soN’nU~=~.IfS~C,lety=max(Cn6),theny~~”~~,~’,soN’nO,=~and 
N’n Uv = 0. Since 
N’ n (U ( Ua : /3”< S < a,}) = 0. This is a contradiction. Cl 
Assuming 0 ++ Beslagic and Rudin [l] construct a space A which is collectionwise 
normal, and every increasing open cover of A has a closed shrinking, but there is 
an open cover having no closed shrinking. We will show that their space A gives 
an example showing that the converse of Theorem 2.3 does not hold. We use notation 
from [l] freely, to which the reader is referred. 
Example 2.5. Let A be the space constructed by Beslagic and Rudin assuming 0”. 
Let K in their notation be wI. Then A is first countable and A x o1 is not normal. 
Proof. Recall that A = {(a, P)E 0;: p < a}. Let 
K =W, YEA: P s LY} ( =A, +, in their notation), 
Kr =UP, YEA: r-4. 
Then {H, : a < w,} is w,-continuous since H, c HP for any ar < p, and {K, : Q c w,} 
is o,-continuous since K, =n{K,:p<a}and KP~K, whenever/%a.IfAco,, 
let A0 = {(a, 0): a E A}. The following Claim 1 is immediate from Lemma 2 in [ 11. 
Claim 1. If A c w1 is stationary, then A,, n K,, # 0 for every CY < o1 . 
Claim 2. IJ B c w1 is closed unbounded, then there exist ar and a sequence (cY,,),,,, in 
B converging to ar such that the sequence ((a,,, O)),,,, converges to ( CY, 0). 
Proof of Claim 2. Choose cy E B such that B n a E %a and cy E D (i.e., ‘le, is closed 
under finite intersection; note that (e,, and D are from [ 11). The sequence ( y,,),,iw 
chosen in [ 1, see bottom two lines of p. 1691 is eventually in B n a. Now it is evident 
from the definition of U,,( a, 0) on [ 1, p. 1701 that some subsequence of (cy,,, 0) 
converges to (cy, 0). The proof of Claim 2 is finished. 
Let U,, be an open set with K,, c U,, for every ar < wl. By Claim 1, Cl,’ c U, for 
some closed unbounded set C” c ol. Let C = A,,,, C”. Choose cy E C and a 
sequence (~,A,, in C converging to cy in Claim 2. Then a,,+i E Cat,, so (cy,,+, , 0) E U,,, 
foreverynEw,hence(a,O)EU\‘U,:p<S<cr}f~;everyp<a.Since(cw,O)EH,,, 
it follows that (H,, : a < ol} and {K,, : a < w,) cannot be separated. q 
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3. u,-compact s 
In [4] Kombarov proved that if X is paracompact, t(X) s w and Y is o-bounded 
(a space is said to be w-bounded if the closure of every countable subset is compact), 
then X x Y is normal. The careful analysis of his proof shows that if X is wl- 
paracompact and t(x) d w, then X x o1 is normal. We will give another condition 
on X sufficient to make X x oI normal. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be q-compact and t(X)so. Let %‘={H,:~E~u,} and -T= 
{K Q : ac E to,) be disjoint q-continuous collections. 7%en there exists an a < o1 such 
that U (HP : p > a) and U (KP : p > a) are disjoint. 
Proof. Let H” =U{Hp:@a) and K”=~{&:~>cY). Suppose H”nK”#@ 
for all cy < a1 . e first show the following claim. 
Claim. For each x E X there exists an CY < ol such that x E H” n K a. 
roof of Claim. Assume the contrary. Choose sequences of countable ordinals 
GG),,~~, (PnLw such that 
x E Ha,, 3 and x E KP,, for all n E w. 
Let cw = sup cy, = sup &. Since Z and X are o,-continuous, x E H, A K,. This is 
a contradiction. 
Using the above claim it is easy to obtain a sequence (x&~,, of distinct points 
of X and sequences (QpEw,, @&,,,, @&+ of countable ordinals such that 
for each /3 < ol : 
(1) C+(Y;<cYp,cYy Sa~Cap for +P, 
(2) (x,: ycP)n Ha@, k?=@, 
(3) xp E Ha@ n Kap, xP E H,,, and xP E K+. 
Note by (3), {x,: y 2 p)c Hap n K ap. Since X is w,-compact, there exists an 
accumulation point x of (x&,, . Let y be the least ordinal number such that 
x E {x0 : p q: y). Such a y exists because t(X) s cc). Let S = sup{cwp : p c y}. efi 
6 = sup{ab: p < y) = sup{@ p < y) by (1). Since xP E Hab and xP E K,, for every 
/3 < ‘y, x E H6 n Kfi by the o,-continuity of the collections %’ and Yt. This is a 
contradiction. 0 
It is easy to prove the following lemma, so we leave it to the reader 
Leta<o,. LetXbea rmal, mm tably paraco 
<CY) andYC=(K&Wa) be 
and Yl have disjoint open expansions 
that (X-UP: /%a) an 
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Theorem 3.3. Let X be a normal, countably paracompact, CO,-compact space with 
t(X)So. Then Xxw, is normal. 
roof. Let Z’= {Ha : Q! < o,}, X= {Km : cy < 0,) be disjoint o,-continuous closed 
collections. By Lemma 3.1 there exists a! < ol such that u {I$ : p > a.} and 
i) { KP : p > a} are disjoint. Let U and V be disjoint open sets such that IJ {& : p > 
a}~ U and U(K&>~}C V. Let UP = U, VP = V for p > cy. By Lemma 3.2 
disjoint(ar + l)-continuous closed collections {HP : p < a + 1) and {K, : p C Q! + 1) 
have disjoint open expansions {UP : fl< a + 1) and {VP : /3 < a + 1) such that {X - 
Up : p < a + 1) and {X - VP : p < a + 1) are ((Y + l)-continuous, respectively. Then 
clearly { Up : p < to,} and { VP : p < ml) are disjoint open expansions of Z#’ and X 
such that {X -- Up : p < w,} and (X - V,‘, : /3 < ol} are w,-continuous, respec- 
tively. q 
As is mentioned in the introduction, if X is compact Hausdorff, then X x o1 is 
normal if and only if t( X ) so [6]. Chiba [2] gave an example that shows that 
compactness in this theorem cannot be replaced by paracompactness. The following 
example shows that it also cannot be replaced by countable compactness (even 
w- boundedness). 
xample 3.4. Let X = {a! E o2 + 1: the cofinality of (x is not wI}. Then X is a normal, 
countablv paracompact, o-bounded space with t(X) = oz. 
The proof of the normality of X x o1 is easy, so we leave it to the reader. (Hint: 
Let H and K be disjoint closed subsets of X x ol. Let fi and k be the closure of 
H and K in the compact space ( o2 + 1) x (w, + l), respectively. Show that if fi n I? # 
0, then H n K Z 0.) 
4. GO-spaces 
Let X be a GO-space and u a right gap in X, i.e., u is a convex, clopen, initial 
segment of X with no maximum. Tllen we say u is a right Q-gap [3] if there is a 
closed discrete set cofinal in u, i.e., there is no cofinal transfinite sequence in u 
isomorphic to a stationary subset of a regular, uncountable cardinal. A left gap and 
left Q-gap are defined similarly. 
ForaspaceX,AcXxo,and UcX,letAU=An(Uxw,).ForaGO-space Y 
and a point PE Y, define [p,+)={y~ Y: yzp}. Define (p,+), (+,p] and (+,p) 
similarly. 
Let Y = A w B where A and P are closed in Y. If H and K are disjoint 
closed subsets of Y such that (H n A, K n A) and (E n B, K n B) have disjoint open 
expansions in A and B respectively, then ( H, K l has a disjoint open expansion in Y. 
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Proof. By the hypothesis, there exist open sets U,, Us, V, and V, such that 
HnAc U,, HnBc U,, KnAc V,, KnBc V,, UAn VAnA= and U,n 
VBnB=@ Then 
U=(U,-B)u(U,-A)u(U,n U,), 
V=(V,-B)u(VB-A)u(V,n V,) 
are disjoint open sets containing H and K, respectively. Cl 
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a first countable GO-space with the first point y, and let H and 
K be disjoint closed subsets of X x wI . If (H, _,._] , Krr,zl} has a disjoint open expansion 
in [ y, z] x wI for all z E X, then (H, K} has a disjoint open expansion in X x w, . 
roof. Assume X has a right end gap u since otherwise the proof is trivial. 
Case 1. u is a Q-gap. If there is a connected set C cofinal in X, let z E C. Then 
[z, +) is Lindeliif, and by the assumption { H[,:,], K, ,;=$ has a disjoint open expansion 
in [ y, z] x ol. By Theorem 3.3 [z, +) x w, is normal. (Note that every Lindeliif space 
is w,-compact.) So {H, K} has a disjoint open expansion. If no connected set is 
cofinal in X, then X = IJ 9, where 9 is a pairwise disjoint collection of convex 
clopen sets none of which is cofinal in X. By the assumption {H,, K,} has a disjoint 
open expansion in D x o, for all D E 9. Hence {H, K} has a disjoint open expansion 
in Xxw,. 
Case 2. u is a non-Q-gap. Hence there is a copy of a stationary set cofinal in X. 
Let r be the right end gap of ol. At most one of H and K has “(u, r) in its 
closure”. That is, if H has nonempty intersection with each (p, +) x (a, +), then K 
does not. To see this consider two subcases. 
Subcase 1. X has cofinality ol. Let {pa : a -co,} be a cofinal sequence in X 
isomorphic to a stationary subset of ol, and suppose (pm, +) x (q +) has non-empty 
intersection with both H and K for each (Y < 0,. Choose 
foreachru~o,suchthata’<~“<(~+l)‘anda,<b,<a,+,.Since{p,:cw~~~~ 
is stationary, there exist limit ordinals (Y] and p -=z o1 such that (a,),,~ and (ba)a--p 
converge to pm,. Let cyo = sup{a’: a < p}. Since H and K are closed, (pa,, ad E H n 
K. This is a contradiction. 
Subcase 2. X has cofinality A > ol . Let 
H’= {a CO, : H n (X x {a}) is cofinal in X )(: {a}), 
K’=(a<o;: Kn(Xx{a}) is cofinal in XX{ay)}. 
Clearly H’n K’= 0. We first show that H’ and K’ are closed. Let (Y E R’, and let 
(cY~)~<~ be a sequence in H’converging to cy. For each n let H,, = {p E X: (p, a,,) E H)- 
Then H, is a closed unbottnded subset of X. Hence n (6, : n 
unbounded in X. So (p, a) E H for all p E n {I-I,, : n C w}, i.e. N E 
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closed. K’ is similarly shown to be closed. Therefore there exists p < w1 such that 
either H’ or K’ is contained in [0, p], say K’. Since A is a regular ordinal greater 
than ml, there exists 9 E X greater than all p, where (p, cy) E K - K’ x [0, p] for some 
ar<Wl. So (9,+)x(P,+) misses K. In either subcase there exist p E X and QI < w1 
such that [p,+)x[ (Y, +) is disjoint from either Zf or K. Since [0, a] is compact 
metric, X x [0, (Y] is normal. By the assumption ZZtY, P1 and &_,,, P1 can be separated 
in ~~,plxw- Hence by Lemma 4.1 since (Xx10, (~])u([y,p]xw,)= 
xxw-UP, ) ( + x a, a)), (H, K} has a disjoint open expansion in X x aI. El 
Theorem 4.3. Let X be a GO-space with t(X) 6 o. Then X x w1 is normal. 
Proof. Note that if X is a GO-space with t(X) s o, then X is first countable. Let 
x E X, and let H and K be disjoint closed subsets of X x o1 . On each convex subset 
V of X containing x consider the following property (*): 
{ HIP,41, &,ql} has a disjoint open expansion in [ p, 91 x wl 
for all p s 9 in V. 
(*) 
Let a-v = ([a, b]c X: XE [a, b], (H [a,bl, ha,,,} has a disjoint open expansion in 
[a, b] x w,}, and let U-K = lJ 9&. For p s 9, p,9 E &, there exist I, J E %, such that 
p E Z and 9 E .Z. Since x E Z n .Z, Z u .Z E 9.& by Lemma 4.1. Hence since the closed set 
[P, sl= ZuJ, {~p,ql~ Krp,qI} has a disjoint open expansion in [p, 93 x q , i.e. I& 
satisfies (*). Clearly since x E (7 %,, Ux is the largest convex subset of X satisfying 
(*). By Lemma 4.2 { Hu, , Ku,} has a disjoint open expansion in U, x q . 
We now show that U-x is a neighborhood of x in X. There exists Q! < wl such that 
(x} x [a, +) is disjoint from either H or K, say H. Then there exists a convex open 
neighborhood C of x in X such that H n (C x [a, +)) = 8. To see this let (C,, : n < o} 
be a decreasing open neighborhood base of x, and suppose there exists (c,, (Y,) E H A 
(C,,x[a,+)) ;‘or each n. Then (x,(Y’)E((c,,,Q,): n<w}c H for some CY’~QI. This 
is a contradiction. So there exist p, 9 E C such that p d x s 9 and [p, 93 is a neighbor- 
hood of x. Now Hn([p,q]x[ a,+))=& and [p,9]x[O,(~] is normal. So 
Mp,qlr K [& has a disjoint open expansion in [p, 91 x ol. Hence [p, 91 c &, and * 
so IJx is a neighborhood of x. 
Now we show Ux is clopen in X. Let y E &. Then Ux n U,, # 0, and so Ux u v, 
is convex and satisfies (*). Hence Q c Uex (in fact U,. = &), and so ZJ, is open. 
(Now unfix x.) Choose M c X such that LJx # &, for all distinct x, X’E M, and 
X = U { c/, : x E M}. Hence { U, : x E M) is a clopen partition of X, and { Hu, , Ku,} 
can be separated in U, x wI for each x E M. So {H, K) has a disjoint open expansion 
in Xxwl. Hence Xxq is normal. 0 
01 a spaces 
Let D(q) be the space of al? ordinals less than wI with the discrete topology. 
Let X = &kJ,)” With al’s top-&qzy, i.e, the topology on X is generated by the 
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metric topology together with sets of the form X, = { ,& X: sup ,!‘s a} for every 
Q! C ol. Then X is a locally second countable (hence t(X) < o), perfectly normal, 
collectionwise normal, nonparacompact space [IO]. We show the following: 
Proposition 5.1. X x o1 is normal. 
Proof. Let Ho and Hi be disjoint closed subsets of X x wl. For a E o y, let [c] = 
#X:PIn = a}, where +‘I n is the restriction of +’ to n. Let Hg = Hi n ([a] x a~~), 
for i < 2. Let 7r: X x o1 + CJ~ be the projection. 
. Let 0 = IJ {[u]: T( Hy) is bounded in q for some i < 2). Then the set 
S=(a~o,: there is+‘inX-0 with sup/=a} 
is nonstationary inw1 .
Suppose S is stationary. For each (Y E S, pick +‘a EX - 0 with 
ither(~~,cu)~H,or(~*,a)~H,,thereexisti,<2,P(a)<a,and 
a neighborhood N, =[{‘InJnX, of ,& such that 
U’Lx@W,4~4,,=8. 
By the pressing-down lemma there exist iO < 2, p < wl, n < W, CT E w y, and a stationary 
set S’cSsuchthat ia=i0,/3(a)=p, n,=n,and#.&r,=aforall aES’.Thenitis 
easy to check that 
([~]x(p9~,))n Hi(j=09 
so r(HE) is bounded. Then f”u E [o] c 0 for any cy E S’. This is a contradiction. 
Claim 2. The sets {Hi n (0 x w,)}, i < 2, can be separated by disjoint open sets. 
There is a disjoint cover of 0 by clopen sets [(+I such that NQ 
is bounded, where i, c 2. So it suffices to show that H,” and Hy can be separated 
for such U. Let V( H”,) c [0, a~]. By the normality of [u] x [0, ar], there is an open 
set U c [a] x [0, a] such that H”, c U and 
(cl Crr3x[o.u$J) n (Hk,-,l n (bl x [o, 4)) = 0. 
But cl [crlx[O,alU = u, so u n Hl”,_,, = 0, and so Hg 
proves Claim 2. 
Let C be a closed unbounded subset of o1 such 
Claim 1. For a! E C, let cy’ = sup( cy n C), and let 
FY={p: a’ssupp6a}-O. 
and HT can be separated. This 
that C n S = 0, where S is as in 
It is easy to check that {FLY : a! E C} is a closed discrete co11 
metrizable subsets of X. By collec 
open expansion (G, : Q! E C) of { 
X=GuO. 
cv E 63). N~fe that 
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Chim 3. ( Hi n ( G x o 1 ) : i < 2) can be separated. 
Claim 3. It suffices to show that {Hi n (cm x 0,): i < 2) can be separated 
in &XW, for each cv~C. We have Gan(X-O)=FU~X,, and X, is closed in 
X. 3y Theorem 3.3 the restriction of Ho and H, to Xa x w, can be separated, and 
the restrictions of Ho and H, to (G, - X,) x w, can be separated by Claim 2. Claim 
3 easily follows. 
To complete the proof of the proposition, let { 0’, G’} be a shrinking of (0, G}, 
i.e., 0’ = 0, G’c G and 0’ u G’ = X. Let { 00, 0,) and {Go, G,} be separation of 
{H,n(Oxo,), H,n(Oxw,)}and{H,n(Gxw,), H,n(Gxw,)},respectively.Let 
Ot,=Oon(O’xto,), Gb= Gon (G’, x 0,). It is easy to check that 
H,cO&Gh and (b&G&)nH,=0. 
The proof of Proposition 5.1 is completed. C! 
Let X = {x, : a < to,) be a set of reals. We say that X is a Reed space if the 
topology on X is the intersection topology with respect to the inherited real line 
topology on X and the order topology on X of type q. Assuming the continuum 
hypothesis, Reed [7] constructed a collectionwise normal Reed space. Also by 
Theorem 2 in [7] and Theorem 1 in [5], in a model of MA + 1CH there is no normal 
Reed space. 
Proposition 5.2. Let X be a normal Reed space. Then X x o, is normal. 
Proof. By Kunen’s lemma [5], there exists a closed unbounded set C of X such 
that C is w,-compact. Let {H, : cy < w,} and {K, : a <to,} be disjoint o,-continuous 
closed collections. Let H” =U{H,:@a} and K”=U{K,:paa}. Then by 
Lemma 3.1, there exists an (Y <w, such that (H” n C) n (K” n C) =f$. First we 
show that there exist disjoint open sets U and V in X such that Ha n C c U, 
K”nCcV, UnK”=fland VnH”= 0. Let U’, V’ be open sets in X such that 
_H”nCdT~U’, K”nCcV’cV’,U’nV’=@.ThenI/‘nK” and HanCare 
disjoint closed sets. Let U c U’ be an open set such that 
H”nCc UC OcX-(Cr’nK”). 
Then U is as required. Similarly we can get an open set V disjoint from U. Since 
[(Ha u K “) - ( U u V)] n C = 0, we can choose an open set W in X such that 
(H”uK”)-(UuV& WC lkX-C. 
Then W is metrizable (note that W has a a-discrete base), and ( Ha u K” ) - ( U u V) 
is a closed subset of W. Hence, by the introduction of Section 3 and Theorem 2.2, 
the (0, -(a) + l&continuous closed collections {H,, - ( U u V): Q! <p <a~,} and 
{Kp-(Uu V): a</%o,} have disjoint open expansions {Op: cw<)(j<o,}, 
{PO : cy < /3 < q) with (crd, - (0 * t ))=continuous complements. Let Ug = U u Oo, 
VP 
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= VU Pp for p > CY. On the other hand, {HP : p < a} and { Kp : p < a} have disjoint 
open expansions { UP : p c a}, (Vp : p < a} with ar-continuous complements by 
Lemma 3.2. Then {UP : p < to,}, { VP : p < 0,) are disjoint open expansions of 
(HP : p C w ,}, (Kp : p < 0 ,}, respectively. El 
By combining the above proposition and Theorem 2.3, we have the following: 
Corollary 5.3. Every normal Reed space is collectionwise normal. 
roblem 5.4. Let t(X) s w. Let X x q be normal and every increasing open cover 
of X have a closed shrinking. Then does every open cover of size w1 have a closed 
shrinking? 
roblem 5.5. Let t(X) c o. If every open cover of X has a closed shrinking, then 
is X x w1 normal? 
roblem. 5.6. Let X be a perfectly normal collectionwise normal space with r’(X) s 
W. Then is X x o1 normal? 
The authors would like to thank the referee for many helpful comments. 
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